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Outline

- Issue:

- E-democracy and popular participation

- Solution:

- automated acquisition and processing of 

information



Some issues of e-democracy

- Weak theoretical framework

- Focus on applications.

- Design

- IT tools not designed for e-democracy.

- Democracy not designed for IT tools.

- Legislative machine

- What role for the démos?

- More broadly

- Which model of democracy are we seeking?
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Automated acquisition and processing of 

information

Benefits:

1) To allow/ease popular participation

2) To help lawmakers
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Evolutions

The creation, diffusion, and 

technological development 

of computers and 

databases have allowed 

increasingly precise and 

refined processing of 

personal data exceeding the 

limitations inherent to those 

carried out with non-

automatic tools.
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The development and the use 

of advanced systems for 

processing particular types of 

information may enable:

a) the démos to be informed 

and effectively participate 

in the political life of the 

State;

b) lawmakers to fulfill their 

institutional tasks more 

efficiently.

The legislative machine - regardless of its composition -

can benefit from the automation of certain activities 

through the development and use of particularly advanced 

and “smart” IT tools. 



A possible solution

(multilevel)

Digital agorà
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Application 1

DSS

Application 2

IT Tools



Application 1 – DSS 1/2

Each digital agorà should include a specific decision 

support system.

The DSS is made up of:

a) a database of legal texts (laws and judgements);

b) an expert system that allows people to understand

the information stored in the database.
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Application 1 – DSS 2/2

The DSS should be easy to use.

Each citizen - or legitimate user – should be able to 

fully and consciously participate in a digital agorà.

The DSS should help them in forming their opinion 

on a particular subject or case with the 

intermediation of a subject whose automated 

impartiality is guaranteed and verifiable. 
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Application 2 – IT Tools

Several IT tools should be integrated into a digital agorà

and allow to transform the multiplicity of individual 

contributions into a general will.
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This may happen through a gradual reduction of the 

number of such interactions thanks to automated 

means.

Moreover, using the same technologies used for the first application, it is 

possible to simulate, in advance, the effects of one or more decisions 

(just think of the participatory budget, in which each decision can 

influence the others). 

How?



How-to

- Design by experts of legal informatics, in 

cooperation with computer scientists, and 

with the fundamental contribution of experts 

of:
- legal philosophy and theory (broader view);

- constitutional law (state specific).

- Advancement of studies on AI & Law.
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Some considerations

- An e-democracy platform cannot ascertain the 

truth of the premises used in each reasoning, even 

if it may allow a reasonable degree of truth in 

relation to specific types of data where automated 

tools are provided (if a cross check is made 

possible).

- A decision-making system in the legal field that is 

completely autonomous could not be satisfactory, 

even if fed by knowledge deriving from studies and 

research as well as from machine learning.
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E-democracy

- E-democracy can be an important support to 

complement traditional democracy.

and

- automation in the legal field can be a 

(growingly) precious help for the various 

legal operators.
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Benefits

- The whole legislative machine can benefit 

from the benefits of automation through the 

development of software that can assist the 

various parties involved in the whole process.

- Démos and lawmakers could benefit from 

tools that allow them to understand the factual 

situation, the current legislative framework, and 

the potential framework for the outcome of the 

new rules to be discussed or the administrative 

decisions to be taken.
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Conclusions 1/2

• Automation is the key to overcoming 

quantitative issues that make impossible to 

realize today a democracy like the Athenian 

democracy (seen as direct democracy), and 

which entails the excessive burden of certain 

proposals aimed at involving the population 

(such as deliberative polls).

• …but it can also be used to control and 

manipulate the démos.
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Conclusions 2/2

• It is therefore necessary to look towards a 

constitutionally oriented automation: it should be 

always respectful of the fundamental principles 

generally recognized in constitutional democracies.

• However, it is not an easy task due to many factors, 

including:

– the secrecy surrounding computer codes and 

algorithm;

– the partial predominance of (private) technological 

powers over others, including public ones. 
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Thanks!


